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PREFACE

The IEEE ComSoc Ad Hoc and Sensor
Networks Technical Committee (IoT-AHSN
TC) sponsors papers, discussions, and
standards on all aspects of IoT, ad hoc and
sensor networks. It provides a forum for
members to exchange ideas, techniques, and
applications, and share experience among
researchers. Its areas of interest include
systems and algorithmic aspects of sensor
and ad hoc networks, networking protocols
and architecture, embedded systems,
middle-ware and information management,
novel applications, flow control and
admission control algorithms, network
security, reliability, and management. In an
attempt to make all the TC members as well
as the IoT-AHSN worldwide community
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aware of what is going on within our main
areas of concerns, this newsletter had been
set up. The newsletter aims at inviting the
authors of successful research projects and
experts from all around the world with large
vision about IoT-AHSN-related research
activities to share their experience and
knowledge by contributing in short news. So,
the twelfth issue of the IoT-AHSN TC
Newsletter features one high quality news
item gently provided by Ayoub MESSOUS
(Univ. Bourgogne Franche Comté, France),
Sabrine AROUA (Univ. of la Rochelle,
France), Laurent Goncalves (Softeam group,
France), Jean Paul TRUONG (Thales Group,
France) and Remy (NXP Semiconductors,
France). We thank them as well as all the
previous contributors for their effort to
make this newsletter successful towards
fulfilling its objectives.
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Abstract
The tremendous growth of Internet of Things (IoT) related services made the overlapping ecosystem
a privileged target for cyber-attacks. The constrained nature for most of IoT devices and their limited
resources, in terms of computation, storage, communication and energy, have led to serious
vulnerabilities. Thus, addressing the underlying technical and research challenges has become a
central focus for many research groups in industry and academia. In this context, the ITEA PARFAIT
European R&D project was concocted in order to develop a new framework for cyber-security
preserving and personal data protection in IoT environments. The project, mainly, aims to build crossplatform software enablers to support the deployment of seamless security measures and protocols.
Therefore, a consortium of eleven leading actors from three different countries, covering industry and
academia, are joint together to innovate and generate new state-of-the-art solutions addressing
security challenges in the IoT ecosystem. This newsletter explains the main goals for the PARFAIT
project, outlines its overall architecture and highlights relevant proposals and contributions.

1. Introduction

Throughout the last decade, the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm has known a great deal of
interest from research groups in academia and industry. It is preserved by many as one of the most
prominent and exciting emerging technologies with a great potential to shift our daily life and improve
the way we interact with our environment. Specifically, the IoT paradigm enables a wide range of
connected smart devices (also known as objects), equipped with sensing, storage, processing and
actuation capabilities, to seamlessly communicate and possibly interact with any device through the
Internet. Indeed, IoT related technologies hold high the promise of revolutionizing the way we do
business and our interactions with our surroundings by offering new opportunities and dimensions
for unheard-of services that will greatly develop economies and enhance the quality of life. Some of
the underpinned solutions range from home appliances control to personal health monitoring, from
automobile engines to transportation systems, from manufacturing systems to smart industry, from
electrical generators to smart grids [1]. These promising potentials have risen serious challenges
related mainly to scalability and efficiency, handling large data, and security and privacy related issues.
Definitely, security aspects in IoT is a crucial concern that requires special focus. It is indeed a major
priority for every organization because dealing with compromised IoT systems might expand security
costs to 20% of annual security budgets [2].
In one of their worldwide threat assessment statements, the US intelligence community identified
IoT as a major source of cyber threats with the potential of jeopardizing data integrity, privacy and
services availability [3]. They expressly stated that the deployment of IoT has introduced
vulnerabilities into both the infrastructure that they support and on which they rely, as well as the
processes they guide. Many research groups are highlighting the ever-evolving nature of cyber threats
and complexity of cyber-attacks affecting IoT systems and targeting different layers of its architecture
[4]. Compromised IoT systems might have disruptive consequences on personal safety, security and
privacy, and even some times life-threatening conditions [5].
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Indeed, the open nature of wireless communications, the rise of smart devices, as well as the
heterogeneous and dynamic structure of IoT, heighten existing cyber-security issues and introduce a
whole new degree of potential threats. Sloppy or not adapted authentication and access control
mechanisms for IoT networks represent a serious vulnerability. Many famous cyber-attacks targeting
IoT networks have been already documented in the last few years. For instance, a malicious program
called Mirai [6] has been developed in 2016 to take control of vulnerable connected objects such as
surveillance cameras and routers. This attack fully controlled and turned the compromised devices
into a botnet, which has been eventually used to generate massive distributed denial of service attacks
(DDoS). Furthermore, in 2017, a malware named BrickerBot has compromised many IoT devices
through a brute force attack on the telnet password [7] to destroy their memory and delete their data.
These considerations lead us to focus on the design of new methodologies and mechanisms to
mitigate risks and respond to the application requirements in terms of security, privacy, and reliability
[8] [9]. To this extent, the ITEA PARFAIT project (2018-2020) [10] has been focusing on the
development of end-to-end solutions for personal data protection in different IoT environments. The
rest of this newsletter is organised as follow: Details about the ITEA PARFAIT project, its main goals
along with a global overview for the project main architecture are presented in Section 2. Whereas,
Section 3 provides relevant details regarding one of the two main use cases developed during the
project lifetime, namely the Smart Hotel use case, along with the different possible interactions
between its underlying components. Section 4 concludes this letter and outlines the main technological
directions and milestones.
2. The PARFAIT Project: General description
Interoperability, along with security and privacy of personal data, are the two most important
limitations for the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) market. Interoperability increases the
complexity of service production processes and the cost of production. Lack of security and trust for
the protection of privacy puts a barrier between service providers and consumers. To address these
challenges, the PARFAIT project, which stands for “Personal dAta pRotection FrAmwork for IoT” was
proposed. It aims to develop a platform for protecting personal data and to reduce the complexity of
integrating and deploying services in today’s IoT ecosystem by providing interoperable software
libraries, tools and SDK elements. The main goals achieved during the project lifespan along with a
synoptic representation of the proposed architecture are presented in the following subsections.
2.1. Project’s main goals
Our main goal during the PARFAIT project is to develop a platform for protecting personal data in
IoT applications which will be tested with 2 main use-cases. Another goal is to decrease complexity of
integrating and deploying services in today’s IoT technology by providing interoperable software
libraries, tools and SDK elements. Indeed, the research and technological barriers, described
previously in this letter, directly affect the wide adoption of IoT services in the consumer lifestyle and
business applications. Therefore, through finding solutions to the underlying problems and challenges,
PARFAIT project aims at offering services with high socio-economic and business potential. The
business impact of the project will be generated through an integrated, scalable and extendable
privacy and security framework which will be demonstrated through 2 use cases leaded by industrial
partners of the project consortium. These use cases are selected as personal information management
services in a smart hotel and smart home environment. Instead of restricting the business potential to
selected vertical domains, PARFAIT consortium aims at presenting a global privacy and security
framework, where various vertical thematic frameworks can be built on. This approach will increase
business potential and adoption of project outcomes in a wider market. While presenting a global
framework targeting privacy and security in IoT applications, PARFAIT also aims at presenting two
ready-to-market vertical domain applications to demonstrate the usage of security and privacy
preserving framework and to exploit the results by the end of the project. Through this methodology,
the different partners involved are focusing on the establishment of a modular ecosystem around the
proposed platform for both application developers and service providers.
Furthermore, in order to achieve this highly picturesque vision, one of the milestones for PARFAIT
is to define interoperability and security/privacy methodologies, rules and guidelines to make
recommendations for the policy makers. Defined methodologies and policies will be used as the
keystones to develop libraries, tools and SDKs which will construct the foundation layer for domain
specific IoT service frameworks and connected application ecosystems. With strong ambitions to
develop a European originated platform, the PARFAIT project consortium consists of global leaders
4
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and pioneers of IoT technology as service providers, application developers, infrastructure providers
and academia.

2.2. Project’s overall architecture

Figure 1: PARFAIT architecture
During the PARFAIT project, the two main use cases considered are the Smart Home and the Smart
Hotel use case. Figure 1 provides a general view of the overall architecture along with its main
components and possible overlapping between its building blocks. The contributions for each of the
partners covers at least one of the components shown in figure 1. Two main features are covered
namely: (i) Security& privacy preserving aspects; and (ii) Network management & communications
aspects. Furthermore, the overall framework covers three main layers: (i) hardware, (ii) network, and
(iii) cloud. First, the hardware layer ensures connectivity to field equipment including IoT sensors
and/or controllers through dedicated interfaces. Second, the network layer involves the protocols
used in data communication, namely OPC and MQTT communication protocols are both considered
respectively for automation process and for IoT message exchanges. A wide range of compatibility
communication protocols is also supported and can be easily adopted thanks to the modularity of the
proposed architecture. Finally, the cloud layer covers two sub-layers: (i) the intelligence sub-layer is
specific for each application, implementing tailor-made analytic functions. Whereas, (ii) the sub-layer
dedicated to personal data management handles registration, authentication, encryption and specific
access control to the proposed services.
To increase the market access of the proposed solutions, two main use cases have been identified.
First, the Smart Home use case focuses on end users/system integrators looking for a plug-and-play,
easy to manage solution to increase security in existing or new applications, and solution developers,
having the capacity to integrate security and privacy drivers or APIs directly in their products. Second,
the Smart Hotel use case aims at providing adaptable cyber security services in order to offer an
improve reservation, seamless and secure access to the purchased accommodation. Also, preserving
clients’ privacy has the outmost importance.

3. Secure deployment of IoT services in Smart Hotels as a use case

This section describes the contributions related to the Smart Hotel demonstrator during the
PARFAIT project. An overview for the different components developed in this use case are shown in
Figure 2. The main contributions by the different partners cover: secure registration, authentication
along with secure data exchanges and privacy preserving for end-users. Nowadays, regular hotels are
equipped with electronic locks. Electronic cards used to grand access need to be personalized and
initialized for each client, which depends on a human operator. The next generation for these locks is
Smart/Connected locks, which are able to interact with the local IT systems and communicate with
their environment. The main required building blocks in order to achieve this vision are given
throughout the following sections.

3.1. Secure reservation system
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Figure 2: Smart Hotel use case Overview
One of the key challenges for IoT integration today is interoperability. A lot of solutions are
proprietary-based and hard to connect with other systems. On the other hand, privacy, furthermore in
hotel, is one of the most important features that need to be preserved. These two main challenges were
the focal points during the definition and development of the Smart-Hotel use case. To allow a smooth
connection with the IoT ecosystem, we have built a Smart-Hotel application able to exchange with the
MQTT protocol. This application is composed of an authentication service available for 3 types of users:
(i) System administrator, (ii) Hotel manager and (iii) Client. The application allows a full configuration
for the hotel manager of all the hotel rooms and door lock details. Thanks to this configuration, the
customers are able to book and pay for the available accommodations. Moreover, given a Personal
Information Management Service (PIMS), the credentials are securely stored in a “Safe” allowing the
customer to fine-use these credentials just as any other personal information. The PIMS is secured
with FIDO passwordless connection (see next sub-section).

3.2. Fido based authentication

As part of the security and privacy enforcement objective of this project, FIDO authentication
standards based on public key cryptography for authentication is introduced at 2 levels: (i) At user
authentication level: FIDO Authentication replaces password-only logins with secure and fast login
experiences across websites and apps. (ii) At device authentication level: FIDO provides a
comprehensive authentication framework for IoT devices. On the Smart Hotel use case, a passwordless
secure authentication is demonstrated using a smart token as Fido authenticator. This token is
connected to the Smart-Hotel application hosted on the user smart phone using a USB connection and
handling the CTAP (Client To Authenticator Protocol). The smart hotel web application is using the
WebAuthn APIs supported by standard web browsers to handle the FIDO authentication procedure. A
FIDO Server hosted in the PIMS server is managing the user’s account identifier provided by the service
to select the correct key and trigger the authentication challenge.

3.3. Secure access through combined Software & Hardwar components
The software component is based on a specific Java applet adapted for Java Card
applications in order to respect the limited memory size available in smart cards. Besides, a
secure and inviolable hardware component, called Secure Element (SE), that can be
seamlessly integrated into small chip for smart cards, cell-phones, etc, is considered. The SE
contains different sensors detecting any physical or logical attack. It stores confidential data
and hosts Java Card applets allowing protected access control, transit, payment, etc. It is
possible within the SE to have different authentication keys depending on the required level of
security and the algorithm used to generate these keys.
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The first applet loaded in the SE is called the ISD (Issuer Security Domain). It is similar to a virtual
domain containing all the basic and mandatory applets managing the life cycle of the SE, such as the
card manager. The ISD owns all the privileges to manage the SE and the applets. By authenticating to
the ISD, the user can create new security domains (SD) and also attribute specific privileges and rights
to handle the loaded applets. Each SD has its own keys for authentication. Without authenticating, the
user cannot execute different operations such as loading and instantiating an applet. If the number of
failed authentication attempts to the ISD reaches a specific threshold, the SE considers these attempts
as a possible attack and moves thus to a locked state in order to safeguard the contained data.

3.4. Privacy preserving data sharing

Here, we focus on making the housekeeping in a smart hotel more efficient, considered as
challenging, particularly for big hotels with hundreds of rooms and accommodations. In this context,
multiple sensors are deployed in each room to collect different measurements, such as ambient
temperature, humidity, light and CO2 measurements. The smart hotel server collects these data to
improve the housekeeping efficiency and productivity. However, sharing such kind of data through a
central server can compromise private information. For example, it can reveal if the client is currently
sleeping, making a shower, etc. This raises serious privacy concerns. To cope with this problem, our
platform offers a privacy preserving data sharing to the clients [11]. Every client shares an
anonymized/noisy version of the original collected data with the smart hotel server. In return, based
on the quality of the transmitted data, the server provides the client with a discount on his reserved
room. The proposed discounts will encourage the clients to continue sharing good quality of data. The
proposed approach executes in three steps: First, clients select their level of privacy allowed. Then, the
server determines the set of clients that will be selected to share their distorted data and sends back
to them their associated discounts. Finally, every selected client applies locally an obfuscation
technique to protect his privacy and transmits the distorted data to the server. By doing so, this scheme
protects the clients’ privacy, motivates them to provide high data quality and more importantly allows
collecting valuable data for service management.

4. Conclusion

As the number of services offered by emerging IoT-based systems keeps increasing, the amount of
data exchanges has known a tremendous growth. Victim of its success, on the one hand, the underlying
IoT ecosystems have become a privileged target for cyber-attacks. On the other hand, the constrained
nature of most of IoT devices and their limited resources, in terms of computation, storage,
communication and energy, are the main sources for their vulnerabilities. The overlapping of these
constraints brought serious security and privacy risks. In this context, the PARFAIT project has been
proposed to address the challenges with the aim of developing a new framework for personal data
protection in the IoT environment. Two main use cases have been covered to validate and test the
proposed schemes and tools. This newsletter provided a brief introduction to the PARFAIT project and
its main objectives. An overview of the main architecture along with the different interactions and
possible overlapping between its components are presented. Finally, relevant technological details
related to the development of the different building blocks considered for a Smart Hotel demonstrator
have been provided.
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